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We provide a service that handles third-party requests to reduce costs and improve efficiency. Whether its receiving 
third-party requests on your behalf or acquiring third-party consents for your projects, Scott Land should be your first call. 
We are dedicated to providing external resources at a cost that complies with your current budgetary restraints. We employ
at-the-ready, talented experts who are prepared to take on that excess work without skipping a beat.

Outsource time-consuming third-party requests to the experts at Scott Land
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Call us today at 403 261 1000 to learn more about our third-party crossings!

Cost Effective
Scott Land provides you with the experienced land administrators you need in an environment where you only
pay for the work that is needed!

Do More With Less
In today’s low commodity price environment, companies are looking for new ways to save money. Make this the
year your company chooses to outsource your third-party requests to Scott Land. External resources can be the
answer to increase productivity and reduce costs.

Requesting Third-Party Crossing Agreements For Your Projects
Your projects can not afford to be delayed due to lack of appropriate crossing and proximity agreements. At Scott
Land, we have connections with nearly every land department in the industry to ensure requests are approved in
an expedited fashion. Leverage our experienced team and find out how we can make a difference for you.

Receiving Third-Party Requests On Your Behalf
Scott Land has a capable in-house team of crossing administrators who are dedicated full-time to processing
crossing requests in a speedy and accurate manner. By allowing Scott Land to assist you with this, it frees up your 
internal resources for other project-related work!
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Everywhere you need us!

lfornal@scottland.ca
780 702 5983

Laurie FornalLaurie Fornal

Surface Land Administrator
Edmonton

Experience for your budget
Contact Us

sfavreau@scottland.ca
403 538 3254

Shari FavreauShari Favreau
Surface Land Admin/Project Coordinator
CALGARY

Shari has been in the Land Industry at Scott
Land for over 13 years and is the Surface
Administration Coordinator in our Calgary head
office. Shari oversees the third-party process by
managing the workflow of each project from
start to finish.

Laurie has been in the land industry for over
15 years, and brings with her a wealth of
experience. The majority of her experience is
within third-party crossings completing  
everything from drafting and writing agreements 
to issuing them to third parties.
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